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Welcome to 4-H Ontario’s 2020 Cloverbud At Home Experience 
Are you a Cloverbud participant and want to complete a Cloverbud experience while club activities are 
suspended due to COVID-19?  Or are you someone between the ages of 6 and 9 who is interested in seeing 
what the 4-H Cloverbud Program is all about? Welcome! Here’s what you can do! 
 
Step 1. Enroll with 4-H Ontario (if you haven’t already) 

Ensure that you have registered with your local 4-H Association. If you haven’t already done so, here’s who you 
can talk to:  
• Visit your 4-H Association website to find your Membership Coordinator information (start here: 

https://www.4-hontario.ca/4h-in-my-area/) or 
• Reach out to the Coordinator, Volunteer Support for your Region 

• Region 1: region1@4-hontario.ca  
• Region 2: region2@4-hontario.ca 
• Region 3: region3@4-hontario.ca 
• Region 4: region4@4-hontario.ca 
• Region 5: region5@4-hontario.ca 
• Region 6: region6@4-hontario.ca 

• Having your login and password for the 4-H Ontario website will be beneficial, but not required, so that you 
are able to access the unit information, if you want to, that correspond to the activities for the project work.  
Contact database@4-hontario.ca if you need assistance with your login and password. 

 
Step 2. Register for the Project 

Register for the project by completing the online registration form at this link: 
https://forms.gle/DmGjEYvS78rm5pSt7  

 
Step 3. Complete Cloverbud activities 

 In order to achieve the Cloverbud At Home Experience, you must do the following:  
1. From the Unit Work list below, complete any 10 of activity options as described 
2. With your parent/guardian permission, share the activities you’ve completed via social media and tag 

@4HOntario (Facebook) or @4h.ontario (Instagram). Join the 4-H Ontario Online Explore 4-H Project 
group on the 4-H Ontario Facebook Page to connect with others that are completing Online Explore 4-H 
project or Cloverbud At Home experiences. 

3. Submit the completed activities in a single file (Word or PDF) to programstudent@4-hontario.ca by 
June 1st. 

4. The activities submitted will be reviewed and approved for completion 
5. Success! You will receive completion for the “2020 Cloverbud At Home Experience”! 

 
Step 4: Start again!  
Complete the requirements above using ten different activity options and you can complete another 2020 Cloverbud At 
Home Experience! Just remember activity options need to be different each time!  

https://www.4-hontario.ca/4h-in-my-area/
mailto:region1@4-hontario.ca
mailto:region2@4-hontario.ca
mailto:region3@4-hontario.ca
mailto:region4@4-hontario.ca
mailto:region5@4-hontario.ca
mailto:region6@4-hontario.ca
https://forms.gle/DmGjEYvS78rm5pSt7
mailto:programstudent@4-hontario.ca
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Unit Work 
As noted in Step 3: Complete Unit Work, in order to achieve your Cloverbud At Home Experience, you will need to 
complete 10 of the following Activity Options (i.e. #1, #5, #8, #15, #24, #29, etc.). There are 35 different Activity Options 
from which to choose, from a variety of 4-H Ontario Cloverbud Units.  Look for the Required Submission Information as 
you will need to complete that for each Activity Option and send one file to programstudent@4-hontario.ca for review 
and approval to complete the experience. If there are any worksheets or supporting information that you require to 
complete the Activity Option you will find them at the end of this document in Appendix 1 for easy reference and use.  
 
Don’t have all of the supplies listed in the activity instructions? That’s ok! Be creative and use what you can find around 
your house (with your parent/guardian’s permission of course!). Embrace the 4-H Ontario model “Learn To Do By Doing” 
and show how creative you can be! 
 
If you have any questions along the way, please reach out to programstudent@4-hontario.ca and we will get back to you 
as soon as possible. 
 
Have fun exploring 4-H! 
 

Activity 
Option #: 

Cloverbud Unit: Activity Description:  Required Submission 
Information: 

1.  Dairy – Anatomy Cow Door Hanger 
Create a cow door hanger as outlined in Appendix 1.  
 
Don’t have all of the craft supplies listed in the activity 
description? That’s ok! Learn To Do By Doing and be 
creative! Use what you have around your house to 
showcase your creativity!  

Submit a photo of your 
completed item. 
 

2.  Dairy – Anatomy Connect The Dots 
Connect the dots on the picture to find out what it is! Be 
sure to colour it in and show your artistic flair!  
 

Share a photo of your 
completed, decorate 
image. 

3.  Dairy – Milking A Cow Different Types of Milking Equipment Collage 
Create a collage about the different types of milking 
equipment that is available to dairy farmers.  
 
Don’t have any old farming magazines or newspapers 
around? That’s ok – talk to your parent/guardian about 
searching for some pictures online and printing them off 
on your printer for you to use! You can also create some 
drawings to include in your collage as well! 
 

Share a photo of your 
collage! 

mailto:programstudent@4-hontario.ca
mailto:programstudent@4-hontario.ca
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4.  Dairy – Milking A Cow Homemade Ice Cream 
Using the recipe provided in the Appendix of this 
document, make homemade ice cream! Dress up your 
ice cream by adding your favourite toppings! 
 

Take photos of your ice 
cream as you are 
making it and when it is 
complete (with all of 
your toppings!). Share 
those photos.  
 

5.  Dairy – Milking A Cow How We Get Our Milk Colouring Book 
Included in the Appendix, are 10 colouring pages that 
show how milk gets to your glass. Choose at least 3 of 
these to colour.  
  

Submit photos or 
scanned images of your 
coloured pictures.  

6.  Field Crops Make Your Own Corn Plastic 
Using the recipe provided in the Appendix, make your 
own corn plastic.  

Take a picture of your 
creation and share 
what you thought the 
plastic ball would do.  
 

7.  Field Crops Pumpkin Patch Pie 
Mmmm… pumpkins! Though not in season right now, 
pumpkin desserts are still a favourite for many. Create 
the Pumpkin Patch Pie using the recipe provided and 
enjoy a delicious treat!  
 

Share a photo of your 
completed pumpkin 
patch pie and whether 
you liked it (why or 
why not).  

8.  Field Crops Field Crops (Clover Wordsearch) 
Find the words relating to crops that are hidden in the 
clover!  
 

Send in a picture or a 
scanned image of your 
completed wordsearch. 

9.  Field Crops Plowing The Field Colour By Number 
Colour the Plowing The Field colouring page using the 
colour by number information on the page.  
 

Send in a picture or a 
scanned image of your 
coloured sheet. 
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10.  Goat Basics Goat Milk Products Judging 
Create a judging class of goats cheese; ideally four 
samples. Taste the samples! Think about these 
questions:  
• What did you like about the cheese?  
• What was the texture like?  
• Did you enjoy the flavour of the cheese; why or 

why not?  
• Would you want to eat this cheese again? 

 
Don’t have a variety of goat cheeses? That’s okay – you 
can do this activity with whatever cheese you do have in 
your fridge! 
 

Take a picture of the 
class you created and 
share your thoughts as 
to which cheese you 
thought was the best 
and why. 

11.  Goat Basics Breeds of Goats  
Using the worksheets provided, talk about the 
differences in colour, hair length and anatomy of the 
different goat breeds. Then, colour in the worksheets to 
represent the descriptions you just discussed.  
 
Instructions for this activity are in the appendix to help 
you complete this activity. 
 

Share the images 
you’ve coloured either 
by scanning them in or 
taking a photo. 

12.  Goat Basics Goat Cheddar Cheese Shortbread 
Using the recipe provided, make a batch of goat cheddar 
cheese shortbread cookies.  
 
Don’t have goat cheddar cheese? Substitute another 
cheddar cheese of your choosing.  

Share a photo of the 
shortbread that you 
created and share 
whether you would 
make it again and why 
or why not.  
 

13.  Grain Products Sorting It Out Relay 
If you don’t happen to have any plastic food items 
hanging around the house, print off the pictures of 
different foods included in the Appendix. Then, using the 
instructions to create a relay course with two separate 
buckets (or hula hoops, or what you have around the 
house), labelling one as Grain Products and the other as 
Other Food Groups. When that is complete, run back 
and forth to pick up a food item and place it in the 
proper bucket.   
 

Take a picture of the 
final sort you have 
completed of the food 
items. 
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14.  Horse – Draft Horses Piecing Together The Puzzle 
With this activity, you will get to create your very own 
puzzle! For this activity, if you don’t have cardstock you 
can substitute cardboard.  
 
Once you learn how to do this – you can use this 
technique for any picture that you want to turn into a 
puzzle!  Don’t have a horse picture, that’s ok! Choose a 
different one.  
 

Send in a picture of 
your puzzle! 

15.  Horse – Draft Horses Hands High 
Follow the activity instructions in the Appendix to find 
out how tall you are by creating your own measuring 
tape that could also be used to measure a horse’s 
height. Decorate your measuring tape with the 
information outlined in the activity instructions.  

Share a picture of your 
decorated measuring 
tape.  

16.  Horse – Housing Create a Stable Diorama 
Use your creativity (especially if you don’t have the 
supplies listed available at home) to create a stable 
diorama. In the Appendix there are some suggestions of 
things that you can include – your creativity is endless!  
 

Photos of your diorama 
will show us your 
creativity and 
completion of this 
activity.  

17.  Horse – Housing Stable Name Plates 
Create a “stable” name plate for yourself or a pet using 
the materials you have available to you at your house. 
Looking for inspiration? Check out the activity 
instructions in the Appendix.  

Submit a photo of the 
name plate you 
created. 

18.  Maple Syrup Create Your Own History 
Using the template in the Appendix, create your “tree 
cookie” life history.  
 

Share your tree cookie 
– either a picture or a 
scanned version is 
great. 
 

19.  Maple Syrup Maple Syrup Wordsearch 
Complete the Maple Syrup wordsearch in the Appendix. 
Mmmm… reading the words you have to find is making 
me want pancakes and maple syrup!  
 

Send in a picture of 
your completed 
wordsearch. 
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20.  Milk Milk to Glue 
During this activity, you will get to turn milk into glue! Be 
sure to have a parent/guardian with you when you’re 
using the crock pot and handling any warm/hot liquid. 
The recipe and instructions can be found in the 
Appendix. 

Submit a photo of your 
Milk Glue and what you 
plan on using it for! 

21.  Milk Milk Art Explosion 
This experiment uses milk, food colouring and dish soap 
to create a cool design. Check out the instructions in the 
Appendix.  Try it more than once! 

Submit a photo of your 
Milk Art Explosions 
after they “explode”.  

22.  Our Heritage Where Are You From 
Using the map in the Appendix, or one that you find 
online, during this activity you will figure out where your 
ancestors came from and locate that on a map.  
 

Submit a copy of your 
coloured map. 

23.  Our Heritage Tell Me A Story 
In an adaptation of this activity, you will create a short 
story about “Meeting the Prime Minister”. We ask that 
the story is at least one page double spaced, max. 12 
point font. Or feel free to write it out by hand! 
 
The original activity is included in the Appendix for your 
reference.  
 

Share your story!  

24.  Outdoor Adventure Cloud Watching 
For this activity, go outside and watch the clouds. Use 
your imagination to see the shapes, animals or other 
items that the clouds make! When you’ve watched the 
clouds for a while take a moment to reflect and draw the 
shapes in the clouds that you saw.  
 

Share the drawings 
that you made of the 
clouds you observed.  

25.  Outdoor Adventure  Rock Painting 
It’s your time to scavenge! From around your house, find 
a couple of rocks that you can paint – please paint at 
least two. You can choose a theme that you can use for 
both of the rocks if you want.  
  

Show us your 
creativity! Send a 
photo the rocks you 
painted. 

26.  Play With Clay Float Your Boat 
Following the instructions in the Appendix, create a boat 
using clay and test it out!  
 

Share a photo of your 
boat in water! 
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27.  Play With Clay Softest Clay Ever 
In the Appendix, there is a recipe for the softest clay 
ever – make a batch or two! Use the clay you’ve made to 
sculpt two objects.  

Share pictures of your 
clay and the two 
objects you created 
with it.  
 

28.  Play With Clay Candy Clay Cake 
Using the information in the Appendix, and a cake (or 
cupcakes) you’ve already baked, decorate your cake 
using the candy clay that you’ve created. Have fun and 
be creative! 

Submit a photo of the 
completed 
cake/cupcakes with 
your sculptures on it! 

29.  Scrapbooking Sandcastle Cover 
Using the materials you have around your house, as 
noted in the instructions in the Appendix, create a 
sandpaper castle. Use the templates provided OR be 
creative! 

Send a picture of your 
sandcastle creation! 

30.  Scrapbooking About Me Collage 
Use old magazines and newspapers (check with a 
parent/guardian first to make sure they’re done with 
them!) to create a collage of images that represent you. 
Can’t find what you’re looking for in magazines or 
newspapers? Hop online and print off what you’re 
looking for.  
 

Share a picture of your 
collage and why it 
represents you! 

31.  Senses Make Your Own Drum 
Following the instructions in the Appendix, make your 
own drum! You can even put on a concert for your 
family when you’re done!  
 

Show us a picture of 
your drum. 

32.  Wearable Art Round Braid Bracelet 
Create a round braid bracelet! Don’t know how? Check 
out the instructions in the Appendix.  
 
Once you learn how you can make many bracelets and 
share them with your family/friends.  
 

Send in a picture of 
your bracelet(s)! 

33.  Beef Beef Life Cycle  
Print off the Beef Life Cycle Cards and put them in order. 
The cards can be found in the Appendix.  

Take a picture of the 
life cycle order and 
send it in. 
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34.  Beef Beef Cattle Town Flag 
Complete the Beef Cattle Town, Canada Questionnaire 
and draw your Beef Cattle Town flag (template provided 
in the Appendix).  

Share your completed 
questionnaire and a 
photo of your 
decorated flag.  
 

35.  Building Character Responsibilitree 
In this activity, you’ll create a tree using construction 
paper. On the leaves you cut out you’ll write the 
responsibilities you have in your life.  
 

Share a picture of your 
tree.  
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Appendix:  
Activity Options  

Worksheets & Information 



Cow Door Hanger
Time: 15-25 minutes
Materials Needed:

1 dinner sized paper plate
1 dessert sized paper plate (can substitute with construction paper)
1 piece of black and pink/peach construction paper or card stock
1 black pipe cleaner
1 black marker
Hole punch (scissors will work)
1 bell (optional)
1 small piece of ribbon/yarn/twine to attach bell (optional)
Scissors
Glue
Pencil 

Glue the small plate onto the big plate. The edge of the small plate should be around 
1.25cm (1/2 inch) from the edge of the big plate (see picture). 

From your black construction paper, cut your “cow spots” in different shapes and sizes. 
Glue them onto your big plate to make the cow’s body. 

Cut out an oval from your pink construction paper the same width as your small plate. Us-

ears, and cut out. Using the black paper, cut a 5cm x 5cm (2”x2”) square.  Cut it in half 
diagonally to make the cow’s horns. 

Glue all the cow’s parts into place. With the black marker, draw on the cow’s eyes, mouth 
and nostrils. 

Punch a hole in the top of the paper plate, thread pipe cleaner through hole, fold in half and 
curl.

Punch a hole in the bottom of the small plate. Using a piece of ribbon, yarn or twine, tie on 
a bell to the “cow’s neck.” 
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Different Types of Milking Equipment Collage
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed:

Farm magazines and newspapers
Milking technology collage page (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit)
Scissors 
Example pictures of milking equipment found in the Resource section at the end of this unit
Paper
Glue

Cows are generally either milked 2 times (every 12 hours) or 3 times (every 8 hours) a day depending on 

up with too much milk, causing her to be very uncomfortable.  It is unhealthy for dairy cows if they are not 
milked and fed on a regular schedule.

There are 4 different ways that a dairy farmer can milk a cow.

By hand – although not very common on commercial dairy farms, due to religious denominations that do 
not utilize electricity, some farmers still milk cows by hand rather than with milking equipment.   
This usually only involves a few cows.

Tie Stall Milking – uses a pipe-line to take the milk away from the milking machine on the cow and takes 
it to the bulk cooler tank.  Cows stand in one spot in a tie-stall.  They can lie down in that same spot and 
typically they have a water bowl and are fed in a manger right in front of them.

Milking Parlour and Rotary Milking Parlours – the cows are housed in a free stall barn (cows can move 
about freely when not being milked) and have to walk to the manger and water bowls.  At milking time, the 
cows walk to the milking parlour or to the rotary parlour, stay during the time they are being milked and 
then leave and go back to their pen where they live with the rest of the cows.

Robotic Milking – the cows are housed in a free stall barn and can enter the robotic milking machine 
when they feel like being milked.  The cows have to wear a tag that the robot reads every time the cow 
enters the robotic milking machine.  If the cow hasn’t been in the machine for a little while, it will start to 

the front gate will open and let the cow go back to her pen. The robot will then let the next cow in the line 
come in to be milked. 

Give Cloverbud participants farm magazines and newspapers (preferably dairy related) so they can look 

to a piece of paper.

Have each Cloverbud participant show their collage to the rest of the group and have them explain each 
picture that they found.

If newspapers and magazines are not available, have Cloverbud participants look on the Internet for  
pictures.

3
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WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Homemade Ice Cream
Time: 25-30 minutes
Materials Needed:

Small re-sealable bag
1mL (1 tsp.) vanilla
15mL (1 tbsp.) white sugar
125mL (1/2 cup) 35% whipping cream (10% table cream or homogenized milk can also be used)
Large re-sealable bag
Ice 
90mL (6 tbsp.) table salt

Fill the large bag half full of ice.  Add the 90mL of salt and seal the bag.

Put the whipping cream, vanilla and sugar into the small bag and seal it.  Place the small bag inside the 
large one and seal again, carefully.

Shake the package (or rock back and forth) until the mixture turns into ice cream.  This will take about  
5 minutes.

Wipe off the top of the small bag.  Then open it carefully and enjoy!

Place ice/salt into a large can (e.g. large coffee can) and place the small can in the ice inside the large 
can.  Put the lid on the large can tight!  Have Cloverbud participants ‘kick’ the can around the room to 
shake the mixture inside to make it turn into ice cream.

Farm Animal Bingo
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Farm Animal Bingo calling and playing cards (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit) 
Pennies

Print the 2 Farm Animal Bingo calling card pages and cut out the cards.

Print out a Farm Animal Bingo playing card for each Cloverbud participant.  Because there are only 10 
Bingo cards, if there are more than 10 Cloverbuds in a club, have participants work in pairs and possibly 
have one Cloverbud as the caller for the game.

A variety of games can be played such as one straight line, 2 straight lines, one diagonal line, a full square 
around the edge of the card, a full card, etc.

cow, sheep (lamb)).  Note:  horses, pigs, rabbits and donkeys also produce milk but not for human  
consumption)
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Make Your Own Corn Plastic
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed:

Cornstarch 
Measuring spoons
Corn oil
Water
Medicine dropper
Food colouring
Microwave
Sandwich-size re-sealable plastic bag

Place 15mL (1 tbsp.) of cornstarch in a re-sealable plastic bag.  Add two drops of corn oil to the corn 
starch.  Add 25mL (1 ½ tbsp.) of water to the oil and cornstarch.  Stir the mixture.  Add two drops of food 
coloring to the mixture and stir well.

Ask Cloverbud participants what they notice about their biodegradable plastic.  If it were to harden, what 
do they think they could make with it?  Have them look and feel the plastic through the re-sealable bag.

Next, microwave the biodegradable plastic for 20 to 25 seconds on high.  Have Cloverbuds form the  
plastic into a ball once it has cooled slightly and have them describe what it will do.

WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Word Game
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed:

Paper
Writing utensil

This game is similar to the board game Scattergories. Begin by having Cloverbuds write down the num-
-

ries (see below), giving Cloverbuds 30 seconds to think of an answer for each category. Instruct Clover-
buds to try and think of unique answers, because if they are the only one with that answer then they will 

-
verbud 1 point per unique answer. Remember, no answer can be written under more than one category 
per game. Keep a master list of all points earned by Cloverbuds. Repeat this activity for all categories 
below, and if you want to add time to the activity, create your own categories!  

Game 1: Crop starting with the letter A
  Something grown only in Canada 
A crop that is made into a preserve
A crop eaten raw
A crop that is red in colour
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Game 2: Crop starting with the letter P
A crop grown outside of Canada starting with the letter A
A crop used for something other than food
A crop that is eaten cooked
A crop that is green in colour

Game 3: Crop starting with the letter G
A crop grown outside of Canada starting with the letter P
A crop that is purple in colour
A crop used as decoration
A crop enjoyed in liquid form

Pumpkin Patch Pie
Pumpkins are a fruit and are members of the vine crop family called cucurbits.  It is believed the pumpkin 
originated in North America.  The Native population used pumpkin as a staple in their diets centuries ago.  
The origin of the pumpkin pie is thought to have occurred when those who came to North America from 

Pumpkins are a valuable source of Vitamin A and potassium.

Time: 20-25 minutes
Yield:  approx. 25 pumpkin pie treats
Materials Needed: 

Extra large re-sealable freezer bag
675mL (2 2/3 cups) cold milk
2 packages (4 serving size) instant vanilla pudding mix
1 can (15 oz.) solid-pack pumpkin
5ml (1 tsp.) ground cinnamon
2mL (1/2 tsp.) ground ginger
Graham cracker crumbs
25 small cups
Scissors
1 can whipped topping
25 plastic spoons

Combine the milk and instant pudding in the re-sealable bag.  Remove the air and seal the bag shut.
Squeeze and knead with hands for one minute until blended.  Open the bag and add the pumpkin,  
cinnamon and sugar.  Remove the air and seal the bag shut.  Squeeze and knead with hands for 
 2 minutes until blended.

Place 10mL (1/2 tbsp.) of graham cracker crumbs in the bottom of small cups.  Cut the corner of the 

Serve and enjoy!
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Goat Milk Products Judging
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed:

Variety of goat cheeses (4 works best)
Knife 
Paper plates
Pencil 

Start the discussion by asking who in the room likes cheese.  In this activity, Cloverbuds will get to taste 
different kinds of cheese and will get to decide which one they like the taste of the best and why.  

Have each type of cheese cut into small cubes and keep each type of cheese on a separate plate.

Give each Cloverbud participant a paper plate and a pencil and ask them to divide up their plate into as 
many sections as the number of different kinds of cheese you have.  Ask the Cloverbuds to number each 
section.

Then let them take a cube of cheese from plate #1.  Have them look at it and smell but not taste it.   
Have them describe what they like and don’t like about the cheese.

Then have them take a cube of cheese from plate #2.  Have them once again look and smell but not 
taste.  Have them decide if they like #1 or #2 better.  Continue this throughout all of the all of the different 
cheese samples and have the Cloverbuds rank the cheeses after each subsequent addition to their plate.

When Cloverbuds have all of the different kinds of cheeses on their plate, ask them to taste #1.  If they 

judging cheese!

When the activity is complete, tell Cloverbuds that all of the cheese samples that they just ate were made 
with goat’s milk.

This activity could also be completed using soap made from goat’s milk (without the tasting part of 
course!)

LOOKING WITHIN 

Goat Breeds
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Goat Breeds worksheet (2 pages, found in the Resources section at the end of this unit)  
Pencil crayons, crayons and/or markers
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Print one set of Goat Breeds worksheets for each Cloverbud participant.  Discuss the differences in  
colour, hair length and anatomy between the breeds.

Have Cloverbud participants colour the goats on their worksheets with the appropriate colours.

When the activity pages have been coloured, ask Cloverbud participants to look at their collage made in 
an earlier activity.  Ask for a volunteer and have this Cloverbud stand in front of the group.  Go through the 
collage, looking at each animal on the page and determine what breed it is.  If time permits, have more 
than one Cloverbud stand in front of the group with their collage.

Parts of the Goat
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Parts of the Goat worksheet (found in the Resources section at the end of this unit)  
Pencil

Print one Parts of the Goat worksheet for each Cloverbud participant.  Work through the page as a group, 
discussing the various parts of the goat.

When the worksheet has been completed, ask Cloverbud participants to look at their collage made in an 
earlier activity.  Ask for a volunteer and have this Cloverbud stand in front of the group.  Go through the 
collage, looking at each animal on the page and pointing out the various parts of the goat.  If time permits, 
have more than one Cloverbud stand in front of the group with their collage.

WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Goat Cheddar Cheese Shortbread
This savoury shortbread with the mild, earthy tang of goat cheddar is great as an accompaniment to a 
meal or as an appetizer. 

Time: 25-30 minutes (plus chilling time)
Yield:  approximately 36 cookies
Materials Needed: 

250 mL (1 cup) butter, softened

15 mL (1 tbsp.) thyme leaves
2 mL (1/2 tsp.) cayenne
Parchment paper
Baking sheet
Mixing bowl
Mixing spoon
Drinking glass
Fork

Preheat oven to 160°C (325°F). Line baking sheet with parchment paper. Set aside.
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combined. Roll into tablespoonful balls. Chill for at least 30 minutes.

Transfer to baking tray placing about 2.5cm (1 inch) apart. Flatten slightly with the bottom of a glass and 
prick with fork (garnish with thyme leaves if desired). Bake in preheated oven until shortbread cookies are 
set and bottoms are golden, about 20 minutes.

Option:

Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed:

Connect the dots worksheet (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit) 
Pencil
Pencil crayons, crayons and/or markers

Print one Connect the dots worksheet for each Cloverbud participant.  Let Cloverbuds work individually on 
the picture.  Once everyone has connected the dots, compare pictures to see that they all look the same.
Let participants colour the picture.

ADJOURNMENT 

Additional Activities
Visit http://www.farmissues.com/virtualtour/ for a virtual tour of a Canadian goat farm 
Visit a goat farm
Invite a goat farmer to be a guest speaker
Visit a grocery store to look for goat products
Go to a goat auction to see the various breeds of goats

References
Canadian Meat Goat Association  http://canadianmeatgoat.com
Farm Issues.com  www.farmissues.com 
Foodland Ontario  www.foodland.gov.on.ca
Ontario Goat  www.ontariogoat.ca
Ontario Goat Cheese  http://ontariogoatcheese.ca
University of Idaho, 4-H Cloverbud Publications  www.uidaho.edu
University of Tennesse Extension, Tennesse 4-H  http://4h.tennessee.edu 
Ontario Dairy Goat Co-operative  www.ontariodairygoat.com
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Breeds of Goats 

Below are descriptions of several common breeds of 
goats and their markings.  Color the goats according to 
the description. 

Nubian 
Nubian goats have long 
floppy ears and a roman 
nose.  They can be 
black, gray, white, tan, 
or brown in color.
Color this Nubian tan. 

American La Mancha 
American La Mancha goats 
have very short or absent 
ears.  These goats have short 
hair which is cream or brown 
in color.  Color this American 
La Mancha brown. 
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Saanen
Saanen goats are white or 
cream colored.  This breed is 
noted for their high milk 
production.  Color this 
Saanen goat cream. 

Toggenburg
Toggenburg goats have 
brown bodies with white 
markings on their ears, face, 
legs, and tails.  Color this 
Toggenburg brown with 
white on its face, ears, legs, 
and tail. 

French Alpine 
French Alpine goats vary 
greatly in color and can be 
solid or spotted.  Colors 
include tan, black, white, 
red, cinnamon, and brown.
Color this French Alpine 
goat red and white. 
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Food Groups
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed:

Food Groups activity sheet (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit)
Pen or pencil

Have each Cloverbud work through the worksheet either individually or in pairs.  Then review each food 
to insure Cloverbuds have placed them in the correct Food Group.  The answer page immediately follows 
the activity sheet in the Resource section.

LET’S EXPLORE 

Sorting It Out Relay
Time: 25-30 minutes
Materials Needed: 

2 hula hoops
Plastic food or pictures of food items that represent each Food Group

Label one hula hoop as Grain Products  and the other hula hoop as ‘Other Food Groups’ and place each 

Hand out the plastic food or pictures of food to Cloverbud participants and then have them come up one 
at a time and put them in the hula hoop that they think it belongs in.  Once every Cloverbud has had 
a least one opportunity to place a food item in a hula hoop, review the items to insure they have been 
placed in the proper spots.

Food Group (Vegetables & Fruit, Grain Products, Milk & Alternatives and Meat & Alternatives).  

Alternately, boxes could be used in place of hula hoops.

Who Am I?
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Who Am I? The Grains Group activity sheet (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit)
Pen or pencil

Have each Cloverbud work through the worksheet either individually or in pairs.  Then review each food to 
insure Cloverbuds have matched it with the correct word.  The answer page immediately follows the activ-
ity sheet in the Resource section).
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LOOKING WITHIN 

Draft Horse Breeds
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed:

Draft Horse Breeds worksheet (found in the Resources section at the end of this unit)
Draft Horse Breeds poster (found in the Resources section at the end of this unit)
Pencil crayons, crayons and/or markers

The three most common draft horse breeds in North America are Belgians, Clydesdales and Percherons.

Print one Draft Horse Breeds worksheet for each Cloverbud participant.  Display the Draft Horse Breeds 
poster so all Cloverbuds can see it.  Discuss the differences in colour and hair length between the three 
breeds.

Have Cloverbud participants colour the horses on their worksheets with the appropriate colours.

When the activity pages have been coloured, ask Cloverbud participants to look at their collage made in 
an earlier activity.  Ask for a volunteer and have this Cloverbud stand in front of the group.  Go through the 
collage, looking at each animal on the page and determine what breed it is.  If time permits, have more 
than one Cloverbud stand in front of the group with their collage.

Piecing Together The Puzzle
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed:

Large pictures of draft horses (calendar pictures work well)
Cardstock 
Glue
Pencil
Scissors
Re-sealable bags

Glue the large pictures of draft horses to the cardstock (one picture per piece of cardstock).  Turn the  
picture face down on a table.  Have Cloverbuds draw wiggly/swirly lines on the back of the cardstock (but 
not too elaborate).  Cut the pictures up by following the lines drawn on the back of the cardstock.

re-sealable bag for future fun!
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Hands High 
From: Cloverbud Year 2 – Horse – Draft Horses, page 3 
 
Horses are measured to determine how tall they are using “hands”. A hand, when 
measuring horses, is approximately 10cm (4inches). Horses are measured at the top of 
their withers (where the head meets the back).  
 
Why are “hands” used to measure horses?  
The reason hands are used for measurement is that thousands of years ago, there 
weren’t any rulers or yardsticks.  People used what they had available to them to 
measure objects.  So, the easiest option was their hands, feet and forearms. 
 
Because everyone’s hands were a slightly different size, this was sometimes a 
confusing way to measure a horse.  Because of this, the ‘hand’ was first standardized 
as a unit of measurement that equaled four fingers wide in ancient Egypt around 3000 
BC.  King Henry XIII of England officially decided that the hand would be 10 centimetres 
which is what we use today. 
 
There are 3 different sizes of horses. A horse is taller than 14.2 hands high.  A pony has 
to be 14.2 hands or shorter.  A miniature horse is only 8 to 9 hands high.  
 
 
To complete this activity: 
Print and cut out the hands on the next page (you may need more than one sheet of 
hands) and tape them together from the base of the palm to the tip of the middle 
finger. This will determine how many ‘hands’ tall you are and what size of horse you 
would be. When you have completed these pieces, decorate your “measuring tape” 
being sure to include your first name, whether you were a horse, a pony or a miniature 
horse, and what your measurement was (i.e. 4 hands). Take a picture of your 
measuring tape.   
  



 



LOOKING WITHIN 

Create a Stable Diorama
Time: 40-50 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Shoebox
Scouring pads
Scissors
Cardboard 
Toy horses
Glue
Twigs and bark
Pop-can tabs
Thimble
Hay
Wire
Paper
Picture from a magazine
Map tacks
Spools
Felt
String
Stick (to use as post)
Saddle template (found in the Resources section at the end of this unit)

Note:  Other than the shoebox, cardboard, glue,scissors, twigs & bark and toy horses, all other items are 
optional additions to the diorama.  Let Cloverbud participants use their imagination!  A different option 
would be to use a shoebox and play-dough for Cloverbuds to design their diorama. 

twigs into posts.  Glue together. With utility scissors, clip soda-can tabs into horseshoes.

Glue thimble to side wall (for a feed bucket). For hay bales, wrap hay or grass with wire.  Cover wire with 
twine. Make a broom out of twig, hay and wire.

Cut out prize ribbons from paper and a window from a magazine. Coil twine into “ropes”; hang on map 
tacks. Label spools with marker; cut felt to cover tops.

Glue twigs together to make shelves. Draw U shapes on felt for horse blankets (details below) and cut 
out; make saddle.

For bridles, knot string around horses’ heads. Arrange everything in stable, then glue in place.  Glue stick 
post in center; attach bark stall divider.

Saddle How-To:

construction paper or felt.  Glue layers together. Cut two short thin strips for stirrups and one long strip for 
girth. Fold one end of each stirrup through a jewelry jump ring, and glue. Glue stirrups to saddle. Wrap 
girth around horse’s belly.  Glue to saddle.
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WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Stable Name Plates
Time: 20-25 minutes
Materials Needed:

Jumbo craft sticks
Glue (craft glue is best) 

Typically, a horse has its name on its individual stable door.  Have Cloverbuds create a nameplate for 
their bedroom door or where ever else they might want to display their name.

To make each child’s name, count out approximately how many sticks they might need.  Use the picture 

Symmetrical letters like “A” and “Y” works well this way.  Overlap the sticks for letters like “T” and “H” to 
make the gluing easier.

backsides as shown below.

If the name is going to be standing on a shelf, make a long strand of 
sticks layered together and glued.

Horse Trail Mix
Time: 10-20 minutes
Materials Needed: 

250mL (1 cup) mini shredded wheat
250mL (1 cup) dried apples
250mL (1 cup) corn nuts (optional)
250mL (1 cup) cheerios
Mixing bowl
Wooden spoon
Small individual dishes (optional)

Mix 250mL (1 cup) of each ingredient into a bowl. 

The mini shredded wheat represents hay, the dried apples represent apple treats, the cheerios represent 
oats and the corn nuts are the corn. Dish out a small amount to each child and have a discussion about 
the foods that horses eat.

Discuss what would happen with the trail mix if it got wet.  Would it be as appealing?  Would Cloverbud 
participants want to eat it? Especially if it had sat out for more than a day?
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Milk to Glue
Time: 60 minutes (includes heating time)
Materials Needed: 

125 mL (1/2 cup) milk
10 mL (2 tsp.) vinegar
1 mL (1/4 tsp.) baking soda
Water 
Small crock pot
Small mixing bowl
Liquid meaures
Measuring spoons
Wooden spoon

Pour the milk into a small crock pot.  Heat the milk slowly.  Stir the milk until it is hot but not boiling.   
Turn off the crock pot.  Add vinegar and stir.  Lumps will begin to form.

Pour off the liquid and rinse the lumps in cold water.  These lumps are called casein, which is milk protein.  
Pour the lumps into a small mixing bowl and add the baking soda.  Slowing add a little water and stir until 
the mixture becomes pasty.  You now have milk glue!

Store in a covered container in the refrigerator to keep from drying out.  Use at future Cloverbud meetings 
with craft activities.

LOOKING WITHIN 

Banana Milk
Time: 5-10 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Banana
250 mL (1 cup) milk
5 mL (1 tsp.) vanilla
Blender

Begin by cutting the banana into slices and placing them in the blender. Then add the cup of milk and  
vanilla and blend until smooth. For taste, you could also add 15-30 mL (1 to 2 tbsp.) of peanut butter 
(note: check Participant Agreement forms for peanut allergies).  Serve in a glass or pour over cereal and 
enjoy. This milk will go well with the Honey Milk Balls made later on. 
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LET’S EXPLORE 

Chocolate Pudding
Time: 15-20 minutes (+ Chill Time) 
Materials Needed: 

85 mL (1/3 cup) sugar
60 mL (1/4 cup) cocoa 
45 mL (3 tbsp.) cornstarch
A dash of salt
500 mL (2 cups) skim milk
5 mL (1 tsp.) vanilla extract
Microwave
Microwave-safe bowl

Begin by combining sugar, cocoa, cornstarch and salt in the microwave safe bowl. Then, stir in milk until 
the mixture is smooth.  Microwave the bowl for 3 minutes on high. Remove from microwave and stir again. 
Place it back in the microwave for 4-6 minutes, removing every 1 minute to stir. Please note, that the bowl 
may be hot when removing from the microwave. 

Once the mixture has thickened, add vanilla extract and stir once more. Pour into individual serving  
dishes and allow it to cool. Once it has cooled, place in the refrigerator to chill. Serve chilled and with 
whipped topping if desired. 

Milk Art Explosion
Time: 10-20 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Milk (2% or higher)
Dinner plate 
Food colouring (red, blue, green, yellow)
Dish-washing soap
Cotton swabs

For this activity, have Cloverbuds get into pairs. Pour enough milk in the dinner plate to completely cover 
the bottom of the plate. Allow the milk to settle completely. Add one drop of each of the four colors of food 
coloring - red, yellow, blue, and green to the milk. Keep the drops close together in the center of the plate 
of milk. Find a clean cotton swab and place it in the milk. It’s important not to stir the mix, just touch it with 
the tip of the cotton swab. Note, when the plain cotton swab touches the milk, there should be no reaction. 
This is to show Cloverbuds that it is not the cotton swab that causes the reaction, but rather the dish soap. 
Now place a drop of liquid dish soap on the other end of the cotton swab. Place the soapy end of the  
cotton swab back in the middle of the milk and hold it there for 10 to 15 seconds. Allow the milk to sit for 
another 30 seconds or until the colours stop reacting. Add another drop of soap to the tip of the cotton 
swab and try it again. 

This activity can be repeated with many variations for varied reactions, such as placing only certain  
colours in to start, and adding others later, or spreading out the colour drops in different locations.  
For more fun, simply get new milk and repeat the activity. Try as many variations as you can think of.
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INTRODUCTION TO OUR HERITAGE 

Objectives & Goals of the Unit:
To teach Cloverbuds about the heritage of Canada
To show that each family is similar and different
To show Cloverbuds their own family history
To encourage Cloverbuds to ask questions about their heritage

Background:
Your family heritage involves many things: ancestry, customs, heirlooms, recipes and much more.  
Your family heritage is the most important information about your family and it is passed down from  
generation to generation. If this knowledge is not shared with the children of each new generation, then 
this heritage will be lost forever. Throughout this unit, Cloverbud participants will learn more about their 
own heritage and the heritage of their peers.

4-H PLEDGE & ROLL CALL

Suggested Roll Calls
Does your family have a unique family tradition?
Name a traditional food from a country in your ancestry
Can anyone name a part of Canadian heritage? A special location, tradition, invention?

Time Frame:  Units are to be completed in a two hour time frame.  There is more material here than what 
can be covered in two hours.  Please choose activities according to the age and abilities of your  
Cloverbud participants.

GETTING STARTED 

Where Are You From?
Time: 15-25 minutes
Materials Needed: 

World Map - one per child (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit)
Pencil Crayons - one unique colour per child

The object of this activity is for Cloverbuds to share where their ancestors came from and for them to 
learn where their peer’s ancestors came from. Have each participant start by writing their name on the 
top of their map. Then, using their own pencil crayon, colour in the country or countries where their family 
is from. The map has some countries labeled to provide landmarks for where other countries are located. 
If a Cloverbud is unsure of a country’s location, the Leader can provide guidance. After everyone has 
coloured in where their own family is from, have them walk around and discover where other Cloverbuds 
ancestors lived, which they can do by exchanging maps. After everyone has had a chance to exchange 
maps, have each Cloverbud present their map and explain where their ancestors lived and how long ago 
they came to Canada. 
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My grandparents grew up on a farm
My parents grew up on a farm
I grew up on a farm

WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Tell Me a Story
Time: 10-20 minutes
Materials Needed: None Needed

This game will give the Cloverbuds a chance to use their creative side. The game starts when everyone is 

person will then begin a story based on the topic that was given. The person to their right will then add 
one line to the story. It will continue around the circle until nobody else can add to the story or until a 
certain number of rotations around the circle is completed, e.g. everyone has had three turns. Once this 
happens, a new person will have the chance to begin the game on a new topic.

Topics:

Meeting the Prime Minister
Discovering Canada 
Invention of the telephone
Meeting the Queen
Building the Canadian Railroad
Travelling across Canada
Hiking in the Rocky Mountains
Meeting someone from another country

Maple Roasted Bacon
Time: 25-35 minutes
Materials Needed:

Oven
Baking sheet
16 slices (approx. 340 grams or ¾ pound) of bacon (will vary according to group size)
45-60 mL (3 to 4 tbsp.) maple syrup
Basting brush

This activity will combine two classic Canadian foods: maple syrup and bacon! Before you begin cooking 
the bacon, Cloverbud participants should be taught some basics of oven safety. Tips include: never leave 
the oven unattended, always wear oven mitts and never use the oven without an adult. 

To begin, preheat the oven to 200oC (400oF).

Place the bacon on the baking sheet and arrange the bacon in 1 layer. Next, place the baking sheet in the 
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INTRODUCTION TO OUTDOOR ADVENTURE 

Objectives & Goals of the Unit:
Get Cloverbuds outside and active 
Have Cloverbuds explore the outdoors
Teach Cloverbuds new activities that they can use continually 
Introduce Cloverbuds to the various 4-H Outdoors projects

Background:
The outdoors is an unlimited resource for games, activities and most importantly, fun!  Whether you like to 

This unit will teach Cloverbuds about many of the great activities that can be done outside and help them 
to explore the things around them. 

4-H PLEDGE & ROLL CALL 

Suggested Roll Calls
What is your favourite outdoor activity?
Where is your favourite spot outdoors?
Name your best outdoor memory.

Time Frame:  Units are to be completed in a two hour time frame.  There is more material here than what 
can be covered in two hours.  Please choose activities according to the age and abilities of your  
Cloverbud participants.

GETTING STARTED 

Cloud Watching
Time: 5-15 minutes
Materials Needed: None 

To enjoy this activity, you can simply have Cloverbuds lie on their backs on the grass and watch the 
clouds drift across the sky. Have them use their imagination to see shapes, animals or items that the 
clouds make. 

To extend this activity 5-10 minutes, have Cloverbuds draw the clouds they saw. The shapes, animals or 
items the clouds made can be drawn in pencil, pencil crayons or markers. 
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LET’S EXPLORE 

Alphabet Scavenger Hunt
Time: 25-35 minutes
Materials Needed: 

or

Items from A-Z 

This activity can be done in a couple of ways, which will vary in terms of Leader setup and preparation. 

one copy to each Cloverbud or each pair/group. Cloverbuds will then walk around the yard and attempt 

sheet with the most items on it. 

The other method of hosting this activity requires more setup but would be extremely fun, as well as teach 
teamwork skills. Begin by having all letters of the alphabet either cut out or placed in one area. The letters 
could be set on a large table, a bench or even on the ground. Then, spread out and hide the items around 
the yard that you have collected - one item for each letter.  Once the items are all scattered and hidden, 
have the Cloverbuds search for items, bring them back and place them beside the corresponding letter. 

Rock Painting
Time: 15-25 minutes
Materials Needed:

Paint

Paint brushes

This activity is simple, yet guaranteed fun for all. Have Cloverbuds start by either scavenging for a rock in 
the garden or yard or by having them choose one from a pile you have already assembled. Then they will 
use the paint brushes and the paint to decorate their rocks! They might choose to do creatures, like a lady 

For added fun, have strong glue and magnets available so that Cloverbuds can take their small painted 

fridge magnets. 
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Prepare the cake according to the directions on the package (or made from scratch).  Bake and let the 
cake cool.  Put a thin layer of butter cream icing on the cake.

Pour in icing sugar and knead the dough until smooth.  Continue adding sugar if necessary to make the 
edible clay more pliable. The candy clay is ready to be molded for the cake!

Separate clay into small portions and add in the food colouring of your choice with a spatula.  Place the 
coloured clay onto baking/wax paper when working with it.  Mold the clay into desired shapes and place 
on the cake.

Avoid making the clay on a very hot day because the butter will melt and your clay will be sticky.

Note:  this could also be done with cupcakes so that each Cloverbud has their own individual item to 
decorate and eat.  This clay is completely edible!

Float Your Boat
Time: 35-40 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Pennies or washers
1 Ball of clay per group
Paper
Writing utensil
Buckets 
Water

The object of this activity is for a Cloverbud, or a pair of Cloverbuds, to make the strongest boat possible 
out of their piece of clay. Begin by handing each Cloverbud or pair a ball of clay. When the Leader says 
to begin, Cloverbuds will be given 10 minutes to design and make their boat out of only the 1 ball of clay. 
The boat is supposed to be sturdy enough to hold as many pennies/washers as possible without sinking.
After the 10 minutes are up, Cloverbuds will then bring their boat over to their bucket of water and set it 
on the water. Each Cloverbud or pair will then add 1 penny/washer simultaneously with each other group. 

large piece of paper if desired). Cloverbuds should also take notice of the boats that lasted longest and 

Cloverbuds so that they can design and create a new boat, and test it out on the water.

Advice:

New clay may be needed for the second round if it absorbs water
Oil based clay is best for this activity.
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Creative Clay!
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed:

Clay (homemade or other) 

This activity will allow Cloverbuds to do whatever they like with the clay that they have made. They can 
use construction paper and use clay to draw a picture, they can make a sculpture of themselves, or they 
could design a building, or even a city. The idea is that Cloverbuds can do whatever they like with the clay. 

Softest Clay Ever
Time: 10-20 minutes
Materials Needed: 

375 mL (1 ½ cups) corn starch
250 mL (1 cup) hair conditioner 
Food colouring (optional) 
Large mixing bowl
Wooden spoon

Begin by adding the corn starch to the large mixing bowl. Then, stir in the hair conditioner. Stir until thick, 
then knead by hand to fully combine the ingredients. After, add a few drops of food colouring for effect. 
Continue kneading until the colour is evenly distributed throughout the clay. If the clay is not the right  

Afterwards, Cloverbuds can play with the clay, which would add 10 minutes to this activity.

Please note: this clay is not safe to eat!

WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Candy Clay Cake
Time: 25-30 minutes (plus baking time)
Materials Needed:

Cake (prepared, baked and cooled)
Buttercream frosting
80g (1/3 cup) light corn syrup
80g (1/3 cup) soft butter
3g (1/2 tsp.) salt

600g (2 1/3 cups) icing sugar
Mixing bowl
Spatula
Dry and liquid measures
Wax paper
Paper towels
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Prepare the cake according to the directions on the package (or made from scratch).  Bake and let the 
cake cool.  Put a thin layer of butter cream icing on the cake.

Pour in icing sugar and knead the dough until smooth.  Continue adding sugar if necessary to make the 
edible clay more pliable. The candy clay is ready to be molded for the cake!

Separate clay into small portions and add in the food colouring of your choice with a spatula.  Place the 
coloured clay onto baking/wax paper when working with it.  Mold the clay into desired shapes and place 
on the cake.

Avoid making the clay on a very hot day because the butter will melt and your clay will be sticky.

Note:  this could also be done with cupcakes so that each Cloverbud has their own individual item to 
decorate and eat.  This clay is completely edible!

Float Your Boat
Time: 35-40 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Pennies or washers
1 Ball of clay per group
Paper
Writing utensil
Buckets 
Water

The object of this activity is for a Cloverbud, or a pair of Cloverbuds, to make the strongest boat possible 
out of their piece of clay. Begin by handing each Cloverbud or pair a ball of clay. When the Leader says 
to begin, Cloverbuds will be given 10 minutes to design and make their boat out of only the 1 ball of clay. 
The boat is supposed to be sturdy enough to hold as many pennies/washers as possible without sinking.
After the 10 minutes are up, Cloverbuds will then bring their boat over to their bucket of water and set it 
on the water. Each Cloverbud or pair will then add 1 penny/washer simultaneously with each other group. 

large piece of paper if desired). Cloverbuds should also take notice of the boats that lasted longest and 

Cloverbuds so that they can design and create a new boat, and test it out on the water.

Advice:

New clay may be needed for the second round if it absorbs water
Oil based clay is best for this activity.
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INTRODUCTION TO SCRAPBOOKING 

Objectives & Goals of the Unit:
Background:
Scrapbooking has been a longtime hobby of people all over the world. It is a method of journaling and 
a way to preserve memories, ideas and photos over time. This unit will allow Cloverbuds to create their 
own custom scrapbook using a variety of ideas and pages throughout. Please note, all pages will be put 
together at the end to create a single scrapbook so the construction paper and covers should all be the 
same size. 

4-H PLEDGE & ROLL CALL 

Suggested Roll Calls 
Name someone you know who scrapbooks
Name something you know about scrapbooking
Have you ever scrapbooked before? What did you make?

Time Frame:  Units are to be completed in a two hour time frame.  There is more material here than what 
can be covered in two hours.  Please choose activities according to the age and abilities of your  
Cloverbud participants.

GETTING STARTED 

Sandcastle Cover
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed:

Pencil
Sandpaper (60 grit)
Scissors
Marker
Toothpick
Piece of paperboard or cardboard or chipboard
Tape
Sandcastle template (found in the Resources section at the end of this unit) 

Begin by printing out the template of the castle. Next, trace the sandcastle template onto the smooth 
side (the back) of the sandpaper. Alternatively, Cloverbuds could draw their own castle on the back of the 
sandpaper. Then, have Cloverbuds cut out the sandpaper castle outline.  Tape a toothpick to the back (the 
smooth side) of the triangular tower topping. Cut out the banner and write a message, which could be a 
title for the scrapbook, your name or whatever you choose. Attach this banner to the toothpick. Finally, use 
the tape to adhere the castle to the paperboard. Once this is complete, you have a Sandcastle cover for 
your scrapbook!

Cloverbuds can also add to this cover by drawing in additional items such as knights or a moat. 
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story, the birth of a family member, a wedding, happiest memory, a sad memory, etc. 

To add time to this activity, the jar itself can be decorated with paint or construction paper.

About Me Collage
Time: 25-30 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Magazines & newspapers
Scissors
Glue
Construction paper 

The object of this activity is for Cloverbuds to look through a variety of old magazines and other old print 

Once Cloverbuds have collected all the images they plan on using, they can begin creating their collage.
Write “All About (Cloverbuds name)” at the top and then begin gluing the images onto the construction 
paper. A good idea would be to break the images into categories such as “my favourite toys.”  After the 
collage is completed, each Cloverbud will have 1-2 minutes to explain their collage and why they chose 
some of the images that they did. 

My Hands & Feet!
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Construction Paper
Leftover wallpaper or other patterned paper
Pencil
Scissors
Glue

Have Cloverbud participants work in pairs.  Give each pair a piece of wallpaper (or other patterned 
paper) and a pencil.  Have one child in the pair trace the hands and feet of the other child on the  
wallpaper.  Then, do the reverse so that both children have a traced copy of their hands and feet.

Have Cloverbuds cut out their traced hands and feet and place them on the construction paper.   
Glue them down and have Cloverbud participants print their name and age on the page.
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If you have a Cloverbud participant in your group that is lactose-intolerant, this activity could be completed 
with a number of different foods including sherbet (made only with fruit juice), berries, cookies, fruit juice, 
mini tarts, etc. 

Make Your Own Drum
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed:

Cylindrical containers (e.g. coffee can, paint can, popcorn tin) (1 per Cloverbud)
Masking tape or electrical tape 
Construction paper 
Scissors
Drum decorations (markers or glue to cut and paste construction paper)
Pencils (2 per Cloverbud)
Tissue paper

To begin, take the empty cylindrical can and remove the lid. Some examples of cans to use would be  
coffee cans, paint cans, an oatmeal container, popcorn tin, etc.  Take the tape and in a crisscross pattern, 
cover the open end of the container (make a star) to create a drum.  Once the top of the drum is entirely 
covered in tape, you are ready to move onto the next step.  Measure and cut the construction paper so 
that it is long enough to make a cover around the side of the drum. After, tape the construction paper to-
gether so that it stays in place. If time permits, this would be when Cloverbuds could decorate their drum 
in whatever way they liked which would add another 10 minutes to the activity. 

Now the drum is complete, but Cloverbud participants need some drumsticks! You could use plain pencils, 
but there is a better option. Crumple up a few small bunches of tissue paper, and using the tape, attach 
them to the pencil. Attach the tissue paper by spiraling the tape, starting from the pencil and working your 
way up. Repeat this for the other pencil and you will, in no time, have two drum sticks! 

You can extend this activity by playing Name That Tune with the drums. For example, one Cloverbud 
would begin by playing the chorus or a part of a well-known song and other Cloverbuds would have to 

skills.
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LET’S EXPLORE 

Round Braid Bracelet
Time: 25-35 minutes
Materials Needed:

Cardboard (back of a cereal box works well) 
Circle to trace (3.5 in or 8.75cm)
Scissors
Yarn, 7 pieces of multiple colours (18 in or 45cm) 
Pencil
Ruler

Begin by tracing a circle onto cardboard. Cut out the circle.  Then, divide 
the circle into 8 sections by drawing 4 long lines.  A Leader may need to 
assist with this although the 8 sections do not need to be exact. 

Cut eight notches out of the circle and cut thin slits into the notch to hold 
the yarn.  Cut out the centre hole so that it is just large enough to hold the 
width of 7 yarn strings. 

Then, cut 7 equal section of yarn and tie one end with a knot. Place the 
knot in the hole and slide all 7 ends into slots, leaving one empty.  
Align so that the empty slot is at the 12:00 position. 
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Next, remove the piece of yarn in the 4 o’clock slot (the slot that is 4 away 
from 12 if you count clockwise).  Place the yarn just removed from 4 o’clock 
and place it in the 12 o’clock spot. 

After, rotate the cardboard to the left so that the empty slot now sets at the 
 12 O’clock slot. Repeat so that the 4 O’clock yarn is always moving to the 
empty 12:00. 

Always rotate the cardboard to the left and repeat, keeping the yarns taut  
for a neat braid. 

Repeat this pattern until all the yarn is used up, at which time the ends  
need to be tied with a knot.

Cloverbuds will now have a colourful braid to show off. It can be tied into hair, 
worn as a bracelet, or anklet, or even made longer and used as a necklace. 
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LET’S EXPLORE 

Beef Life Cycle 
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed:

Beef Life Cycle cards (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit)
Scissors
Paper (cardstock is preferable)
Have Cloverbuds work in pairs for this activity.

Print out the Beef Life Cycle cards (one set for each pair of Cloverbuds).  The cards will last longer if 
printed on cardstock.  Cut out each of the cards.
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Heifer Young female that has not had a calf
Bull Male that can father calves
Packing plant The place where cattle are processed into meat
Calf/calves Baby cattle
Pasture Grassland where cattle graze and grow
Cut of meat Individual piece of meat bought in a grocery store such as sirloin steak, roasts, 

hamburger, etc.
Sales barn Livestock market where the cattle are sold by farmers and ranchers
Feedlot The place where cattle are fed grain diets
Steers Male cattle that cannot mate with cows and therefore, cannot father a calf
Grading Identifying different qualities of beef based on its tenderness, juiciness and 

Weaning Taking a calf away from its mother and her milk so that the calf now has to eat 
regular food on its own

Yearlings Cattle that are about one year old that weaned and eat grass, hay and a little 
bit of grain but are not ready for a feedlot

Cow Female that has had at least one calf
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Beef Life Cycle Cards   

Breeding

Calving

Branding

Out to Pasture 

Weaning

Market

Feed Lots 

Slaughter

Grocery Store 

Ear Tagging (or Branding)

Livestock Auction

Processing Plant



Hamburger Hunt
Time: 5-10 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Hamburger Hunt activity sheet (found in the Resource section at the end of this unit)
Pencil, pencil crayons, crayons or markers

To add more time to this activity, have children colour the picture.

WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Pin the Tail on the Steer
Time: 20-25 minutes
Materials Needed:

Pin the Tail on the Steer template (pages 17 to 25 - found in the Resource section at the end of 
this unit)
Tape 
Blindfold

Print pages 18 to 25.  These are the eight divisions of the tail-less steer.  Cut out the templates and tape 
them together to make an 81cm x 55cm (34” x 22”) target for Pin the Tail on the Steer.  Tape the tail-less 
steer to the wall.

middle.  Enough copies need to be made so each Cloverbud participant can have a tail.   
Have Cloverbuds write their name on their tail.

Blindfold each Cloverbud, one at a time. Turn the Cloverbud around twice and then point them in the 
direction of the tail-less steer.  Once the Cloverbud has attempted to pin the tail on the steer, take off their 
blindfold so they can see how close they were.

Beef Cattle Town Flag
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Beef Cattle Town, Canada Questionnaire & the Flag page (found in the Resource section at the 
end of this unit)
Pencil and crayons
Craft supplies (optional)
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Beef Cattle Town, Canada 
Questionnaire 
Congratulations on starting a new town! The beef industry is glad to have you helping raise beef 
cattle! Before you begin to design the flag for your new town, answer the questions below.

What is the name of your new town? 

__________________________________________________________________________

Why have you chosen this name for your town?

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

What will your town be famous for besides the beef cattle?

_________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________

What colors should be put on your town’s flag? Why?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

What will some of the jobs be in your new town?

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

You are ready to create your town’s flag on the next sheet. Take your time, be creative, and make it 
colourful!
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LET’S EXPLORE 

Respect for Feelings Worksheet
Time: 15-20 minutes 
Materials Needed: 

Respect for Feelings Worksheet (found in the Resource Section at the end of this unit) 

of the worksheet and then the Leader reading out each sentence to Cloverbuds who will mark down their 

Leaders should then host a discussion on each question and ask Cloverbud participants why they agreed 
or disagreed with each statement. 

Red Light, Green Light
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed:  None

line up about 15m (45 ft.) behind the stoplight. Facing away from the other kids, the Cloverbud who is the 
stoplight calls out “green light”, and the other kids move toward the stoplight. The stoplight then calls out 
“Red light!” and turns around quickly. Any of the children who are caught moving must go back to the start 
line. Play continues until someone reaches and tags the stoplight. That person then becomes the stoplight 
for the next round. 

Once Cloverbuds get the hang of the two calls, add in other coloured lights to make the game more inter-
esting. Purple light could be hop on one foot, Blue light might be walk backwards, Orange light could be 
crawl, etc. 

LOOKING WITHIN  

Responsibilitree
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials Needed:

White, brown and green construction paper
Scissors
White glue
Writing utensils

To begin, have Cloverbud participants collect one piece of each colour of construction paper. Then, have 
Cloverbuds draw an outline of a tree on the brown construction paper. Once the tree is drawn, have them 
cut it out and glue it onto the white construction paper. Have Cloverbuds draw leaves out of the green 
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construction paper, keeping in mind that the leaves have to be large enough to write on.  Once the leaves 
-

ties or responsible actions they have done on the leaves of the tree. This becomes the Responsibilitree. 

To add time to this activity, have Cloverbud participants colour or decorate their tree.

What It Means To Be a Leader 
Time: 15 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Leadership Qualities (list found in the Resource section at the end of this unit)

This activity will have Cloverbud participants think about the leaders in their lives. A leader can be anyone 
from their Cloverbud Leader, to their teacher, their coaches, their parents or even their peers. The Leader 
will read out the characteristics one at a time and explain what each word means, and give an exam-
ple. Cloverbuds will then think about the importance of each quality and times when a leader in their life 

what they think the most important quality is. Have them explain their choice. Then ask them what else 
was near the top of their list. What was the quality that they ranked least important? Have them explain 
their choice. What else was near the bottom of the list? 

WRAPPING THINGS UP 

Respect Chain
Time: 15-25 minutes
Materials Needed: 

Construction paper (multiple colours)
Tape
Scissors
Ruler
Pencil

For this activity, Cloverbud participants will begin by using the ruler to draw straight lines horizontally on 
their construction paper. They will then cut out the lines so they have strips of paper. Each colour will 
represent a different aspect of respect, for example blue could be “What respect sounds like” and red 
may be “What respect looks like”. On each colour, they will then write what they think, for example on red 
they may write “holding the door open”, or another respectful act. Have 
Cloverbuds think about how respect applies to them too; which could be 
another category- for example, green may be “How do I respect myself?” 
After they have written a few down, have Cloverbud participants create 
a  paper chain. The paper chain is made by creating a hoop with the strip 
of paper, fastening it closed with tape, and then hooping another piece of 
paper through it, and fastening that strip with tape as well. 

Photo credit:  Fun Family Crafts  http://funfamilycrafts.com/paper-chains/
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